90	MACHINE DESIGN.
by "buckling." A short block, therefore, should have its longitudinal outlines parallel to its axis, and its cross-section may be of any form that economy or appearance may dictate. Care should be taken, however, that the least lateral dimension of the member be not made so small that it is thereby converted into a "long column."
If the ratio of longitudinal to lateral dimensions is such that the member becomes a "long column," the conditions that dictate the form are changed, because it would yield by buckling or flexure instead of crushing. The strength and stiffness of a long column are proportional to the moment of inertia of the cross-section about a gravity axis at right angles to the plane in which the flexure occurs. A long column with "fixed" or "rounded" ends has a tendency to yield by buckling which is equal in all directions. Therefore the moment of inertia needs to be the same about all gravity axes, and this of course points to a circular section. Also the moment of inertia should be as large as possible for a given weight of material, and this points to the hollow section. The disposition of the metal in a circular hollow section is the most economical one for long-column machine members with fixed or rounded ends. This form, like thai for tension, may be changed to the rectangular hollow section if appearance requires such change. If the long-column machine member be "pin connected," the tendency to buckle is greatest in a plane through the line of direction of the eompivssive force and at right angles to the axis of the pins. The moment of inertia of the cross-section should therefore be greatest about a gravity axis parallel to the axis of the pins. Example, a si earn-engine connecting-rod.
57. Flexure.—When the machine member is subjected to transverse stress the best form of cross-section is probably the I section, a, Fig. 49, in which a relatively large moment of inertia, with economy of material, is obtained by putting the excess of

